
  

KP Chiropractic Expansion Cycle Games 

  

1. KP PEN CHALLENGE- Patients at KP take KP pens and for every business card they 

bring back from a place where they have left our pen, they receive a ticket. Tickets will 

be put into a drawing for a prize at the end of the cycle.  

2. PIN THE BONE ON THE SKELETON- Remove commonly known bones from a 

skeleton figure on the wall. Patients will be challenged to see if they can place the correct 

bone in the correct area of the skeleton. Tickets will be given for correct placement and 

be used in a drawing for a prize.  

3. KP WORD SEARCH- Two word searches will be created, one for adults and one for 

children; patients can take the word search home and bring it back completed for tickets 

which will be used in a drawing for a prize. Younger patients will redeem one draw from 

the treasure chest.  

4. I SPY- We will place items around the office for both children and adults to “spy” during 

their visit and for every five items found, a ticket will be given and used in a drawing for 

a prize.  

5. MAGNETIC DARTS- Using a magnetic dart board, certain regions of the dart board will 

be worth a certain amount of tickets to be used in a drawing for a prize. The patient will 

receive tickets based on the area of the dartboard they successfully hit.  

6. OPERATION- Using the classic Operation game, patients will try to remove an item 

from the body, playing the game with its original rules. If the item is removed 

successfully, a ticket will be given to be used in a drawing for a prize.  

7. COLORING CONTEST- For the younger patients, we will hand out coloring sheets that 

can be returned for one draw from the treasure chest.  

8. KP BUCKETS- Patients will attempt to make a “basket” by shooting an item into “bozo” 

placed buckets. A ticket will be given for each advance and successful bucket made.  

9. THE COMMON MYTH- Patients will be asked to give what they think the most 

common myth of chiropractic care is and the number one reason people do not get 

adjusted or receive chiropractic care. We will refer them to our “What You Might Not 

Know About Chiropractic Care” information on the board. We will then ask them to 

argue one of the common myths listed on the board. A ticket will be given for each myth 

they can prove wrong with chiropractic knowledge, which can be used in a drawing for a 

prize.  

10. KP SHUFFLE BOARD- Patients will receive a ticket for each area of the shuffle board 

that they can successfully land their piece on, as played like regular shuffle board.  
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